Rule Breakers: Why Being There Trumps Being Fair in Ireland

Niamh Hourigans ground-breaking survey paints a picture of the Irish national character, from
its colonial history to its current-day dramas. The Ireland that emerges is a country where
outcomes are often decided by who, rather than what you know, and where - for good or for
bad - rules are sometimes made to be broken. Indeed, despite their criticisms of bankers and
political elites, the Irish middle classes themselves use favors generated within relationships to
get around the rules they encounter.
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Rule-breakers â€“ Why 'Being There' Trumps 'Being Fair' in Ireland has 5 ratings and 2
reviews. Thomas said: If you ever wondered why the Irish constantly. Rule-breakers: Why
'being There' Trumps 'being Fair' in Ireland. We have built a nation on a value system that
equates 'being good' with 'being there for each other', although simply keeping the rules is not
considered an equivalent form of goodness.
Ireland is a nation on a value system that equates 'being good' with 'being there for each other'.
As a society we favour 'minding our own' over. In this, a ground-breaking survey of the Irish
national character from its colonial history to its current day dramas, acclaimed sociologist
Niamh Hourigan draws. Ireland is a nation on a value system that equates 'being good' with
'being there for each other'. As a society we favour 'minding our own' over 'doing what we're.
21%OFF Niamh Hourigan - Rule Breakers: Why Being There Trumps Being Fair in Ireland Stock image for illustration purposes only - book. We have built a nation on a value system
that equates 'being good' with 'being there for each other', although simply keeping the rules is
not. Niamh Hourigan's book paints a picture of the Irish national character, from its colonial
history to Rule Breakers. Why Being There Trumps Being Fair in Ireland. Niamh Hourigan is
a Sociologist and Writer based in Southern Ireland . book ' Rule-breakers: Why 'being there'
trumps 'being fair in Ireland' is. There have been many books recently attending to the parlous
state of the Irish economy and who's to blame for it all. Niamh Hourigan, a UCC. Why there's
a cute hoor in all of us Niamh Hourigan's new book 'Rule-breakers: Why Being There Trumps
Being Fair in Ireland' has just been.
Identity review: Struggling to make sense of the age of Trump In Rule-Breakers, she seeks to
â€œmap this fingerprintâ€• for Ireland and trace it in the detritus of the crisis. There were
counterbalancing forces. The universality of Catholic discipline would prove to be a crucial
force in the early decades of the. Why we must pay attention to Ireland's spring of discontent .
Her book Rule- breakers: Why 'Being There' Trumps 'Being Fair' in Ireland is. In
Rule-Breakers Niamh Hourigan brings a new understanding to the conflict between the culture
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of 'being there' versus that of 'being fair'.
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